Gen III Entree Bath
MAINTENANCE MANUAL
Important Safety Instructions
Read & Follow All Instructions Thoroughly

Important safety instructions. Read and follow all instructions thoroughly.
CAUTION: The caution heading identifies important maintenance and operation
information. Failure to obey a caution warning may result in damage to the Entree Bath
and may void the warranty.
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MasterCare hygiene products are designed and manufactured to help provide a more operationally efficient and secure
environment for your staff and residents. It is required that a scheduled maintenance program be set up to insure that
the efficiencies and security designed into the bathing system are kept at peak levels. Instructions on how to set up a
scheduled maintenance program are covered in this manual.

Maintenance Instructions:
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS.
READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS
THROUGHLY
Failures of materials can occur due to normal
wear associated with use or misuse over time.
It is in the best interests of the residents, staff
and the provider that recommended safety
inspections are scheduled on a periodic basis
and preventive maintenance performed as
needed.

CAUTION: The caution heading identifies important
maintenance and operation information. Failure to
obey a caution warning may result in damage to the
Entree Bath and may void the warranty.
Before performing any checks that require
inspection inside of the tub shell, trip the
GFCI circuit breaker to OFF. It is located at
the Head-End of the tub.

MasterCare Bathing Systems are purposely designed to minimize the maintenance requirements associated with such
products. They are manufactured using materials suited to their application and the durability requirements of the health
care industry.
Daily:
•

Check for loose fasteners, worn seat belts and pads, leaks on the floor and mixing valve temperature.

Weekly:
• Test for proper operation of the GFCI.
Monthly:
• Door assembly: Check all components on the entire door assembly to ensure they are properly secured and not
missing. Check the security belt and pads for signs of excessive wear. Correct all deficiencies found during the
inspections before putting unit back into service.
Quarterly:
• Door assembly: Same as monthly.
• Plumbing and drain assembly: Check all fittings and connections to make sure they are secure and no leaks have
developed. Check with a hand held thermometer and observe the solar thermometer of incoming water to
ensure it is accurate.
• BathAire(SM) system: Check all air supply pipes and hoses in the system so they are secure and no air leaks have
developed. Also check to make certain no water leaks have developed.
• Control system: Check all controls to ensure that they function as outlined in the operations manual.
CAUTION: All deficiencies discovered during monthly and quarterly inspections must be corrected and/or
repaired immediately. This will help prevent potential damage to the system that could occur if corrective
action is not taken and ultimately extend the life of the bathing system.
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PROBLEM SOLVING AND DIAGNOSIS:
The following guide is intended to help solve the majority of problems that may occur due to normal wear and use of the
system over time.
Problem
Door does
properly

BathAire
by itself.

(SM)

not

open/close

Blower comes on

BathAire (SM) Blower
functioning properly.

not

Water in air tubing.

Drain not functioning properly.

Valves not functioning properly.

Tub leaking

Potential Causes
Procedure: Drain sensors are detecting water in the tub. The tub must be fully
drained for the Open Button to works. In case of an emergency, hold the Emergency
Button and the Open Door Button at the same time in the Foot-End controls to
override the water sensors and open the door.
Other potential causes: air transmitter, air lines, power failure, capacitor on
actuator.
Electrical: Refer to Error! Reference source not found. on page 38)
Procedure: Purge cycle automatic. During the Purge, the BathAire(SM) is in use but
the cycle will be available to use in the bath when the Purge cycle is finished.
Procedure: Purge cycle automatic. During the Purge, the BathAire(SM) is in use but
the cycle will be available to use in the bath when the Purge cycle is finished.
Mechanical:
Membrane switch defective.
BathAire(SM) aerator out of adjustment.
Flexible air tubing disconnected from BathAire (SM) aerator.
Damaged controller or CAT 5 cable
Electrical: Refer to Error! Reference source not found. on page 38. Check GFCI on
tub and community GFCI. Should only be one (1) GFCI in circuit. Refer to Error!
Reference source not found. on page 28
Mechanical:
Foreign material lodged under rubber rim of aerator.
Air injection rubber valve head old, cracking or worn out.
Adjustment nuts at bottom of aerator assembly are not tight.
“O” ring between aeration valve and inside tub surface not sealing.
Mechanical:
Drain linkage out of adjustment.
Foreign material lodged under stopper or inside drain shoe.
Mechanical:
There could be hard water build up.
The screens in the water supply lines hot and cold could be clogged. Check and
remove the mixing valve, soak it in a 50/50 white vinegar and water mix for a period
of time to try and clean it
Electrical: Refer to Error! Reference source not found. on page 38))
Mechanical:
“O” ring between aeration valve and inside tub surface not sealing. (See Aeration
Injector Diagram page 15
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ENTREE BATH LEAK GUIDE
Note: Leaks can be cause by one or more of the following.
•

Foreign debris or material between seal and inner stainless steel door skin: This generally occurs right after
installation. To correct: rotate the door to access the seal area. Use a plastic spatula or similar non-metallic tool with
cloth over the end to clean any debris trapped between the seal and stainless steel door skin, or using a wet-vac with
crevasse tool, clean along the entire length of the seal with the tool directed at the area between the seal and the
stainless steel inner door skin. For better access, see Entree Door Seal Diagram page 14

•

Water overflowing above the level of the seal inside the door: A combination of full BathAire(SM) volume and/or an
active individual you are bathing can cause water to run down along the outside of the seal making it appear the seal
is leaking. To correct: reduce BathAire(SM). Adjust the fill level of the tub down to one to four inches below the
overflow. Calm the bather down.

•

Diverter Seal worn or missing.

•

The casual water drain system is not functioning: The casual water drain system is designed to drain off any residual
water or water remaining between the tub and the seal when the door is first opened. If this system is not functioning
correctly, water will run out one side or the other of the lower end of the fiberglass door cover when the door is
rotated to a full up position.
This failure can be caused by two events:

•

o

Check valve stuck or plugged with debris. To correct: check and clean the valve.

o

The check valve in the 2” PVC drain pipe is located too high above the level of the hose barb in the door when
the door is rotated to a full closed position. To correct: relocate the check valve in the drain pipe to 2 ½” above
the floor. Plug the hose at the previous position of the hose barb.

Seal not being compressed enough: The adjustment for proper seal compression is made at the factory and will not
normally require further adjustment in the field. The seal is perfectly round when the door is open. When the door
is in a full closed position, the seal should be compressed into an oval shape about one half its original size.
If not, two things can cause this:

•

o

The attendant is not holding the door close switch down until the door rotation stops automatically. To correct:
make sure the attendant is holding the switch down until the door rotation stops automatically.

o

The seal is flattened and unable to compress further. To correct: call MasterCare to order a new seal and
replacement instructions.

Seal is worn out or damaged: Three things can happen to cause the seal to fail:
o

The round shape can be altered through prolonged compression with the door fully closed for an extended period
of time. Check the shape of the seal with the door open. If it is in a very obvious oval shape, it has been damaged
by prolonged compression.

o
o

The seal has been damaged by a cut or gouge in its outer surface. Check for this type of damage.
The seal has lost its elasticity. The seal should spring back to a round shape immediately after decompression. If
not, it is worn out and it will not seal properly.
To correct any of the above situations, replace the seal.
CAUTION: DO NOT compress the seal (close the door all the way) when tub is NOT in use.
Leaving to door closed when not in use will decrease the life and quality of the seal and should be
replaced.
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DOOR ADJUSTMENT DIAGRAM
Actuator Motor

Door open/close adjustment screw. Using
a 1/8 x 6” flat head screwdriver rotate
clockwise to open more. Make
adjustments in 1/32nd turns.
CAUTION: Do not over-rotate the door
open position. Failure to follow this
precaution could result in damage to the
door or plumbing.

Bottom view of Actuator
Motor looking up from the
floor. All adjustments are
made from this point of
reference.
SCALE 1:1

CLOSE

Door tighten/loosen adjustment screw.
Using a 1/8 x 6” flat head screwdriver, rotate
counter clockwise to tighten more. Make
adjustments in 1/32nd turns.
CAUTION: Do not make adjustments until
all causes for leaks are checked in the
maintenance manual. Do not over-tighten
the door. Failure to follow this precaution
could result in damage to the door or tub.

OPEN

TIGHTEN
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ACTUATOR - GEN II NON-ELECTRIC DIAGRAM

ITEM
NO.

DESCRIPTION

QTY

ITEM
NO.

DESCRIPTION

QTY

1

ACTUATOR/MOTOR 1000 lbs

1

11

MODIFIED ACME NUT

1

2

BEARING, FLANGED POLYMER

2

12

LABEL, DO NOT REMOVE/ADJUST

1

3

SPRING, COMPRESSION

2

13

SCREW, 3/8 - 16 X 1/2" SHCS

1

4

WASHER, FLAT 3/8" ZINC PLATED

2

14

NUT HEX 1/4-20 SS

2

5

NUT, NYLOC 3/8-16 SS

1

15

BOLT, 1/4-20 X 1" HH ZINC

2

6

BOLT, 3/8 -16 X 3 HH ZINC

1

16

WASHER, STAR #10 INT./EXT.

1

7

CLAMP, CABLE 3/16"

1

17

SCREW #12-11 X 1/2" SS PPH

1

8

WIRE ROPE, 3/32" GALV COVERED

1

18

ACTUATOR REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

1

9

WIRE TIE, 11 3/4"

3

19

ACTUATOR GREASE SYNTHETIC M57010

1

10

WIRE, ENTREE ACTUATOR, 18/4 SJO

1
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ENTREE DOOR SEAL MAINTENANCE & REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
(Parts #211081 & 211082):
Note: Read all instructions carefully and thoroughly. Refer to the attached Entree Door Seal drawing to reference details.
1.
2.

Push door close button, bringing door up and stop once the Phillips head screw are visible on the side of the door.
(Fig. 1)
Remove the casual water drain hose from the hose barb located on the bottom side of the door.

3.

Carefully remove the fiberglass door cover by removing the two Phillips head machine screws from each side of the
door (Fig: 1). Set the fiberglass door cover off to the side.

4.

Inspect if the the diverter seal door is damage or wear. See Entree Door Seal Diagram Page13.

5.

Using a 9/16” wrench or 1/4" Allen wrench remove ONLY the top three door retainer bolts (Fig: 2) from each side of
the stainless steel door (Note: Hold the door before removing the third bolt). Gently lower the door down after the
third bolt is removed.

6.

If the seal is good condition as shown in (Fig: 4), clean out any accumulated debris between the seal and the stainless
steel door skin with a plastic putty knife. Inspect the door seal for damage or check if the door seal is permanently
compressed as shown in (Fig: 5). If the seal is damaged or permanently compressed, continue on to step 6. If
replacement of the seal is NOT necessary, continue on to steps 11, 13 and 14.

7.
8.

Using a Phillips screwdriver, loosen all seal retainer bolts as shown in (Fig: 3). DO NOT remove the bolts.
Remove the seal by gently pulling on one end until the entire seal is removed (Note: If the seal is stuck, use a flat
screwdriver to pry up gently on the seal retainer).

9.

Clean the underside of the seal retainer and in between each screw with a plastic putty knife.

10. Starting on one end of the seal retainer, slowly push the NEW seal under the retainer (Note: May be necessary to
gently pry up on the seal retainer with a flat screwdriver to get the seal under the retainer). Continue pushing the
seal under the retainer until the entire seal is installed.
11. Push the seal towards the seal retainer and tighten each seal retainer bolt along the seal retainer (Fig: 3).
12. Remove all tools from the stainless steel door. Lift up the stainless steel door and line up the holes in the door with
the holes in the tub (Fig: 2). Insert the three door retainer bolts into each side and tighten accordingly with a 9/16”
wrench or Allen wrench.
13. Close the door all the way and proceed to fill the tub with water. Check for any leaks on the bottom side of the door.
If there are any leaks around the seal, repeat steps 4-10.
14. Push the bottom of the fiberglass door cover in first then push in the top. Line up the holes in the fiberglass door
cover with the holes in the stainless steel door. Continue to insert the door retainer bolts into each side of the
fiberglass door cover. Tighten each bolt it contacts the fiberglass. If adjustment is needed, loosen and tighten each of
the bolts accordingly until the fiberglass cover is in proper alignment.
15. Connect the casual water drain hose to the hose barb on the bottom side of the door.
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ENTREE DOOR SEAL DIAGRAM

DO NOT
REMOVE
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DIVERTER SEAL DIAGRAM

The diverter seal is located on the lower lip of the fiber glass
door cover. It should be inspected annually and replaced if
worn or deteriorated.
To install:
1. Open door from a closed position until diverter seal to be
replaced just clears the bottom curve of the tub.
16. Remove old seal and replace per bellow diagram.

Diverter Seal orientation
prior to installation or
after removal

Diverter Seal installed on
lower inside lip of the
fiber glass door cover
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AERATION INJECTOR DIAGRAM
(Part #804845):

Notes:
1.

Socket welded/glued joints shall be primed and glued using PVC primer and glue per MasterCare best practices.

2.

Pipe thread fittings shall be properly prepared with Teflon tape and/or paste, and tightened in accordance with
MasterCare best practices.

ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY

1

604505

SCD | ½ IN BACKFLOW PREVENTION VALVE

1

2

604500

SCD | ½ IN UNTHREADED MALE X NPT MALE ADAPTER

1

3

604490

SCD | BATHAIRE AND DISINFECTANT JET

1

4

604165

SCD | ½ IN ID X ½ IN NPT BARBED ADAPTER

1
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GEN III MIXING VALVE CARTRIDGE
Adjustment & Replacement Instructions (Item #600578):
Note: Read and follow all instructions thoroughly. Refer to the GEN II Mixing Valve Diagram to reference details. Supplies
needed: Silicone lubricant if replacing the cartridge (readily available at local hardware stores).
Adjustment Instructions:
17. Using a utility knife, gently pry off the cap (6) that is located on top of the thermostatic control valve handle (7).
18. Using a Philips head screwdriver, remove the screw (8) and thermostatic control valve handle (7).
19. Orientation of the setting ring (5). Note: When the two red lines on the side of the cartridge (2) line up the water
temperature is approximately 100oF. Rotate the setting ring (5) counter clockwise a notch or two to increase the
temperature. Doing so will increase the water temperature to approximately 110oF.
20. Replace the thermostatic control valve handle (7). Line up the stop on the handle (7) with the top right corner of
the thermometer (refer to drawing).
21. Replace the screw (8) into the thermostatic control valve handle (7) and tighten. Place the cap (6) into the
thermostatic control valve handle (7).
Replacement Instructions:
22. Turn off the hot and cold water supply before the replacing the cartridge.
23. Using a utility knife, gently pry off the cap (6) that is located on top of the thermostatic control valve handle (7).
24. Using a Philips screwdriver, remove the screw (8) and thermostatic control valve handle (7).
25. Remove the escutcheon (9). Gently remove the hub (4) by carefully pulling off.
26. Remove the setting ring (5).
27. Using an adjustable wrench, loosen and remove the cartridge (2) from the thermostatic valve (1).
28. Apply a small amount of silicone lubricant to the three “O” rings (3) on the NEW cartridge (2).
29. Place the NEW cartridge (2) into the thermostatic valve (1) and hand tighten. Using an adjustable wrench, tighten
the cartridge (2) accordingly (Note: DO NOT over tighten).
30. Install the setting ring (5) so it is horizontally positioned (3 and 9 o’clock position). Note: When the two red lines on
the side of the cartridge (2) line up the water temperature is approximately 100oF. To increase the temperature,
rotate the setting ring (5) counter clockwise a notch or two. The water temperature will be increased to
approximately 110oF.
31. Replace the escutcheon (9) and hub (4) by gently pushing both into place.
32. Replace the thermostatic control valve handle (7). Line up the stop on the handle (7) with the top right corner of
the thermometer (refer to drawing).
33. Turn on the water supply. Check the water temperature. If adjustment is needed, refer to step 9 accordingly.
34. Replace the screw (8) into the thermostatic control valve handle (7) and tighten. Place the cap (6) into the
thermostatic control valve handle (7).
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GEN II MIXING VALVE DIAGRAM

ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

QTY

1

THERMOSTATIC VALVE

1

2

CARTRIDGE, REPLACE THERMOSTATIC

1

3

O-RING

3

4

HUB

1

5

SETTING RING

1

6

CAP

1

7

HANDLE, ROUND ZINC FOR THERMOSTATIC CONTROL VALVE USE

1

8

SCREW

1

9

ESCUTCHEON, BRASS FOR VOLUME

1
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DOOR OPEN/CLOSE TRANSMITTER BUTTONS INSTRUCTIONS
(Part #706127):
Note: Read and follow all instructions thoroughly. Refer to the drawing bellow to reference.
1.

Loosen and remove both thumb screws from the foot end control. Gently tilt the foot end control to the side.

2.
3.

Loosen the strain relief. Remove the 1/8” tubing from the chrome raised transmitter to be replaced.
Using large pliers loosen and remove the plastic nut from the bottom of the chrome raised transmitter to be replaced.
The chrome raised transmitter may now be removed.

4.

Insert the NEW chrome raised transmitter into the foot end control. Replace the plastic nut and tighten accordingly.

5.

Push the 1/8” tubing onto the chrome raised transmitter.

6.

Replace the strain relief and hand tighten.

7.

Gently tilt the foot end control back into place. Place the two thumb screws into the holes and tighten accordingly.

FOOT END
CONTROL
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FOR ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE HELP OR TO PLACE AN ORDER
Online: www.mastercarebath.com,
Email: mastercareweb@mastercarebath.com
Call: 1-800-798-5867 (M-F/8a.m.- 5p.m. CST
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